
Sets 17 18 19 and 20 Train Sets
This page is from the original DTCA Website created by Peter Golden.

This article covers the “carpet” train sets 17 to 20 introduced by Dinky Toys in 1934 to replace Set 21.

Introduction

Above from Hornby Book of Trains 1934-5 edition, clicking on image of this or other magazine pages will 
open full size in new window.
When Meccano Limited/Hornby Trains launched the Hornby Series Modelled Miniatures in 1931/2 as 
well as a series of Hollow cast lead figures to enrich Hornby O Gauge Trains, a carpet train set aimed at 
younger clients, the Set 21 Hornby Train was launched. See the separate article on this set.
In April 1934 when the Modelled Miniatures were rebranded as Meccano Dinky Toys, Set 21 was deleted 
and replaced initially with three new sets, followed by a fourth 2 months later.
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The sets are:
! ! 17 Passenger (June 1934)
! ! 18 Tank Goods
! ! 19 Mixed Goods Train
! ! 20 Tank Passenger
These sets continued in the lists until 1940 or 1941 (See individual listing).

The Sets
Set 17 Passenger Train Set

The Set 17 was the last of these sets to be listed in the Meccano magazine, first appearing in the June 
1934 edition (Page 492), without an illustration:
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This introduced two new items, the 17a Locomotive and 17b Tender, alongside a 20a Coach and 20b 
Guard’s Van:

This set was deleted by the October 1940 Price List. It seems the carriages and the locomotive and 
tender were out of production by then. See below.

Set 18 Goods Train Set

This set was a configuration of Set 21 items, a 21a Locomotive green/black and three 21b green red (not 
green/black as stated in Ramsay).





This set was still listed as available in the October 1940 Meccano Price List.



Set 19 Mixed Goods Train Set

This set is a reconfiguration of the Set 21. The 21c Crane Wagon was deleted but the other items from 
Set 21 were carried forward in Set 19;
! ! 21a Tank Locomotive (Maroon Black)
! ! 21b Wagon
! ! 21dPetrol tank Wagon
! ! 21eLumber Wagon
This set was still listed as available in the October 1940 Meccano Price List.



Set 20 Tank Passenger Set

This set introduced the new passenger carriages, 20a and 20b in the April 1934 Meccano Magazine.
It consists of:
! ! 21a Tank Locomotive (Maroon Black or Green Black)
! ! 2 times 20a brown/green or dark green/green coaches
! ! 20b brown/green or dark green/green guard’s van
In the October 1940 Meccano Price list this is listed but is marked as currently unavailable, indicating 
probably that the coaches were no longer in production.



Models

Construction
The original 21 Series items were all cast in lead and two pieces with a separate chassis which also has 
the connecting hooks and eyes cast in as wire pieces..
This practice seems to have continued with the later releases at least as far as the chassis are 
concerned. Some of the bodies are probably later cast in Mazac.
The exception is the 17b Tender which is a one piece casting all in Mazac. This does suffer from fatigue 
as can be seen in the blister on the side of the tender in the pictures.

17a Locomotive

The locomotive appears in green/black or maroon/green.



17b Tender

As stated above the tender is the unique item in these series ias a one piece casting in Mazac.
The tender appears Iingreen/black or maroon/green.



20a Coach

The coach was available in either green/black or maroon black.
Later issues had Mazac bodies.



20b Guard's Van

The Guard’s Van was available in either green/black or maroon black.
Later issues had Mazac bodies.



21 Series
See article on 21 Set.



Box types
Ladder Boxes



The more common box encountered is the ladder box with the sections in the base for the items. The 
items were wrapped in tissue paper as well some of which survives in the items illustrated.

Long Boxes
Around 1937 with the introduction of a style of box, plain green with an illustrated insert, it seems the 
Train Sets were repacked. These boxes are similar in style to those introduced for the railway figures 
(Sets 1, 3, 4 and 5) and also in keeping with the boxes for the other accessory sets (e..g. Sets 12, 42, 
43, 44 and 49).
Very few of these come up for sale, there are possibly two reasons for this:
1.       They are far less robust that the ladder boxes. The ladder boxes are reinforced by the partitions 
and the items are heavy, therefore the long boxes probably didn’t survive well.
2.       By 1937 there may have been much unsold stock with retailers and therefore not many of these 
sets were issued after 1937.
The following pictures are from Vectis auctions. Ramsay’s guide also lists as set 19 log/landscape box 
as £800-£1000. It is likely all the sets had these boxes commissioned.




